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A

Algorithmic Design

Several studies have demonstrated that transposable elements and other 

repetitive regions can harbor gene regulatory elements such as transcription 

factor binding sites. Unfortunately, repetitive regions pose problems for short-

read sequencing assays such as ChIP-seq. In most ChIP-seq analysis pipelines, 

reads that align to multiple genomic locations (multi-mapped reads) are thrown 

out during preprocessing and thus regulatory signals occurring in repetitive 

regions have largely been overlooked. Here, we develop an approach to assign 

the genomic source of multi-mapped ChIP-seq reads in an efficient, accurate, 

and user-friendly manner. Our method, Allo, combines the probabilistic 

mapping of ChIP-seq reads with a convolutional neural network that recognizes 

the read distribution features of potential ChIP-seq peaks. This approach 

enables the allocation of multi-mapped reads to their proper genomic locations. 

Allo not only provides increased accuracy in multi-mapped read assignment 

compared with alternative methods, it also allows for base pair resolution in 

output. Therefore, the output of our method can be piped into any peak-caller 

downstream and is easily added to existing pipelines with very few 

modifications. The goal of our work is to encourage the study of the role of 

repetitive regions in gene regulation by providing a readily usable approach for 

resolving multi-mapped read locations. 

CNN Training 

• Multi-mapped read (MMR): A read that aligns to multiple locations in the 

genome with equally high alignment scores (found in repetitive genomic 

regions)

• Uniquely mapped read (UMR): A read that only aligns to one location in 

the genome with one highest alignment score

• ChIP-seq pipelines frequently discard multi-mapped reads during pre-

processing

• MMRs make up a significant portion of reads in many ChIP-seq datasets 

(Figure 1) 

• Many studies suggest an important role for transposable elements and other 

repetitive regions in gene regulation highlighting the importance of MMRs

• By default, both Bowtie2 and BWA assigns multi-mapped reads to random 

locations within their possible alignments

• Various methods have been proposed to allocate MMRs including random 

allocation [1] and using read counts within regions [2,3]

• Many current methods can not be easily integrated into most pipelines and 

subsequently lack accessibility to those outside of computational fields

Figure 1: Shows the percentage of reads that were considered multi-mapped in ChIP-seq experiments for 

various transcription factors. ChIP-seq experiments taken from wildtype mouse ES and mouse EB cells.

Aim: To create a method that rescues multi-mapped reads in ChIP-

seq data that is accurate, efficient, and easily integrated into current 

pipelines
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Allo Algorithm

Phase I: Use uniquely mapped reads to build dictionary of read count landscape

Phase II: Allocate multi-mapped reads using a pre-trained convolutional neural 

network trained to predict which regions are peaks versus noise based on appearance. 

Network also favors regions in which peaks appear incomplete and thus require more 

read allocation.
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Figure 2: A shows an incomplete peak as seen by the neural 

network. B shows a complete peak. C shows an area of high noise. 

D shows an area of low noise.

• Zbtb11, Zbtb10, and Zfp131 ChIP-seq 

datasets were used to make the 

training set

• Peaks called by MultiGPS [4]

• Training set breakdown:

• Complete peaks: actual peaks from 

dataset with artificial noise added 

(Fig2B)

• Incomplete peaks: actual peaks 

from dataset with reads purposely 

removed (Fig2A)

• Noise regions: background regions 

from dataset (Fig3C,D) and control 

file

• Pre-trained CNN is used on other 

datasets with narrow peaks to allocate 

MMRs

CNN prediction: 0.987 CNN prediction: 0.579

CNN prediction: 0.004CNN prediction: 0.045

Read level accuracy (simulated data)

Figure 3: Read level accuracy for 20 simulated datasets using read count only method versus CNN 

allocation method. Read level accuracy refers to a specific read being assigned to its exact known 

location. Simulations with 70bp reads and 30% noise [5]. CNN consistently scores higher than read 

count only method, higher increases expected with peak level accuracy. 

Peak level accuracy (real data)

• Peak level accuracy refers to the number of true peaks called after 

allocation as well as accurate read counts in those peaks

• ~300 transcription factor datasets from ENCODE will be aligned at full 

length (70-100bp) and artificially shortened length (30bp)

• Artificially shortened reads should generate more multi-mapped reads

• Peaks mappable at full length but not shortened length will allow for the 

calculation of true positive peaks as well as false negative peaks
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